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      With the purpose of plasma confinement improvement the reconstruction of a multislit electromagnetic trap
«Jupiter 2?» is realized. The most acceptable variant of installation with three magnetic slits - «Jupiter 2?3» is chosen.
By means of multielectrode probes the exact adjustment of electrostatic locking systems of magnetic slits is carried out.
The planes of the locking system symmetry are located relatively the planes of a magnetic field symmetry in slits with
accuracy ~ of 0.1 - 0.2 mm. Results of the first experiments on plasma accumulation and confinement in installation
«Jupiter 2?3» are presented.
PACS: 52.58.Qv, 52.55.-s
 The experimental researches of plasma accumulation,
heating, confinement, spatial distributions of plasma
parameters and the calculations of a magnetic field
configuration in a multislit electromagnetic trap
“Jupiter 2M” [1] have shown, that at plasma density less
than 2×1012 cm-3, the region of the superseded magnetic
field in the central part of the trap represents separate
islets under magnetic slits along the axis of the trap. It
was shown, that plasma density in the islets with the
superseded magnetic field is higher than in the central
part of the trap, where plasma is magnetized [2].
With the purpose of improvement of plasma
parameters, the decision on reconstruction of magnetic
system was undertaken so that the volume of the
superseded field was located at the centre of a trap, and
the relations of this volume to a complete volume and
volume of movement of injected electrons were maximal.
The calculations of various variants of magnetic system
were carried out, and the most acceptable variant with
three ring slits “Jupiter 2M3” was chosen. The complexity
was  that  under   the  reconstruction  the  magnetic  coils,
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Fig. 1. Magnetic field lines and the spatial volumes
limited by fixed intensity of magnetic field  in
(a)"Jupiter 2?"  and (b) "Jupiter 2?3"  installations
the vacuum chamber, and other elements of the
“Jupiter 2M” device were used.
Fig. 1 shows the magnetic field lines in "Jupiter 2?"
and "Jupiter 2?3" installations, and the spatial volumes
limited by fixed intensity of magnetic field (20 Gs, 40 Gs,
60 Gs) for magnetic field value in slits ?sl = 8.5 kGs. It is
seen that the spherical-like volume of the superseded
magnetic field of "Jupiter 2?3" installation is located at
the centre of the trap. This volume is much exceeds the
volume in the installation “Jupiter 2M”, especially at
small density. The geometrical sizes of installation
“Jupiter 2M3” (in brackets similar sizes for “Jupiter 2M”
are specified):the length of magnetic system between
axial holes 0.8 m (1.3 m), the diameter of a ring magnetic
slit in the central part – 0.5 m (0.5 m), the diameter of
axial apertures 0.028 m (0.026 m), the plasma volume
inside the magnetic surface limiting volume of plasma
accumulation ~ 24 l (50 l), the area of a surface limiting
the volume of plasma accumulation ~ 1.3 m2 (5 m2).
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In Fig. 2 the spatial dependences of magnetic field
intensity on radius in the central ring slit (a) and along the
axis of installation (b) of “Jupiter 2M3” are presented.
The magnetic field intensity is equal to zero in the central
part of the trap and increases to the periphery much
steeper, than in the installation "Jupiter 2?".
The important advantage of the new configuration is
that the increase of the relation of the superseded
magnetic field volume to the volume of circulation of
injected electrons should result in the growth of factor of
energy transfer from injected electrons in nonmagnetized
plasma, and the increase of the relation of the superseded
magnetic field volume to the entire plasma volume will
allow to increase the particles life time. The almost
spherical form of the nonmagnetized plasma region, will
probably allow to carry out spherical focusing particles,
and plasma density increase near the centre of the trap.
In an electromagnetic trap the increased requirements
to an arrangement of electrostatic locking system in
magnetic slits are made. The width of a diffusion zone in
a ring magnetic slit is 2 mm, therefore the plane of
symmetry of magnetic slits’ locking system should
coincide with high accuracy with the plane of the
magnetic field symmetry in a slit. The displacements of
the central plane of electrostatic system in each slit were
determined from the results of calculations. According to
these calculations the blocks of electrostatic locking
system in every magnetic slit were displaced.
The exact adjustment was made with the help of
multielectrode probes disposed through 1200 along every
anodic slit. The probe represented five isolated plates,
assembled in a package with thickness of each 4 mm. The
width of one plate 0.5 mm. The energy of injected
electrons and intensity of magnetic field in a slit were
selected so that Larmor electron radius in a slit was
approximately equal to the half-width of the plate. By
measuring the electron current to every plate of probes,
the electrostatic system was displaced with the help of
adjusting screws in such a way that the maximum of the
current was registered by the central plate. Thus it was
possible to fix the planes of symmetry of the locking
system relatively to the plane of symmetry of the
magnetic field in slits with accuracy 0.1- 0.2 mm.
Fig. 3 shows the oscillograms of magnetic field pulse
(1), the current of electron injection (2), the ion losses
through the all three ring magnetic slits (3), the electron
losses to the limiting diaphragms (4), the signal of the
microwave interferometer phase shift (5) which is
proportional to the linear plasma density, and the plasma
potential (6). In fig. 4 the time dependence of the plasma
density found as a result of the microwave interferometer
oscillogram processing is presented.
The negative plasma potential in an electromagnetic
trap is installed self-consistently for alignment of the ion
losses with the losses of electrons. This is well visible
from Fig. 3 where the plasma potential (6): (i) decreases
with growth of electron losses (4), giving an increase of
ions losses (3), and (ii) increases with growth of plasma
density, Fig. 4, when electron losses decrease, what
results in the reduction of ions losses.
The reduction of electron and ion losses from the trap
(Fig. 3) with growth of plasma density (Fig. 4) is the
result of replacement of the magnetic field in the central
region of the trap with growth of plasma density. The
collisions of particles in the volume of the superseded
magnetic field do not provoke electron losses across a
magnetic field. Only particle collisions in a thin (of the
order of Larmor radius) transitional layer allow electrons to
pass in diffusion volume. With growth of plasma density
the volume of the superseded magnetic field increases, and
the width of a Larmor layer decreases because of an
increase of the magnetic field intensity at the border of
transitional layer. This effect does also cause the reduction
of particles losses with growing plasma density.
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Similar effect should be observed also with an increase of
the sizes of electromagnetic trap.
 For determination of the character of electrons cross-
transfer through the magnetic field, the dependence was
found of the electron cross-field flux on the plasma
density. The obtained dependences were compared with
the ones calculated in the assumption of classical electron
diffusion. In Fig. 5 are presented experimentally the
Fig. 5
measured dependence of electron losses across the
magnetic field on plasma density (1) and the theoretical
dependence under the assumption of classical electron
diffusion (2). The experimental dependence of the
electron flux on the plasma density is qualitatively similar
to the theoretical dependence, but the experimental flux
exceeds approximately 3 times the theoretical value. Such
a rather small difference can be caused by discrepancy of
manufacturing the electrostatic locking system of
magnetic slits and by the influence of the neutral gas
incoming into the trap as a result of bombardment of
surfaces by charged particles coming out from the
plasma.
The particles life time in the trap, estimated from the
ratio ? = Ne/  I?? is ? = 2 ms. Here Ne – is the number of
particles in the trap, and I?? -  is the cross- transfer flux of
electrons.
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